Example 26
Adopting a whole-school approach to promote
Language across the Curriculum at the junior secondary level
HK & KLN Kaifong Women’s Association Sun Fong Chung College has
adopted a whole-school approach to implement Language across the
Curriculum (LaC). The school has set up a LaC Committee composed of
teachers of English Language, Geography, History, Integrated Science and
Computer and Information Technology. The committee aims to improve
students’ English language skills and familiarise them with the vocabulary
and language patterns commonly used in the subjects mentioned previously.
To achieve these aims, every junior secondary class is assigned one LaC
lesson per week.
Teachers engage in the following steps to plan the LaC lessons.
1. They engage in a curriculum mapping process to identify how English
language learning and subject content learning can be integrated to
facilitate learning in the four subjects and enhance English language skills.
2. They determine the topics of interest to students and choose reading
passages on those topics as learning and teaching resources for the lessons.
3. English Language teachers distinguish the common language patterns
used in the four subjects and design the language forms and grammar
items that will be taught.
4. They plan the teaching schedule to show when the topics will be taught.
5. They choose reading passages on extended topics from the four subjects to
enrich learning.
6. They plan pre-lesson reading or video-watching activities to prepare
students for the LaC lessons.
In general, learning activities in LaC lessons are ordered as follows:

Learning key
terms and
usage

Learning
language
forms and
grammar items

Learning
sentence
writing
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Learning
paragraph
writing

An example from one
e of their reading materials:
m
Egypt – P
Pyramids and
tom
mbs
Understan
nd the key terms and th
he meaning
g of the passsage througgh activities

Passage 7:
7 Egypt – P
Pyramids and
a tombs
The E
Egyptians bu
uilt their tom
mbs on the
westernn bank of the Nile. This is the Land of
the Deaad, where thee sun god Am
mun-Ra sets
over thhe desert ev
very evening. The Sun’s
journeyy inspired the Egyptiians. They
believedd that a perso
on’s spirit trav
vels through
the und
derworld after death, likee the sun at
night. IIf it survives in the dangerrous journey,
the spiirit rises agaain, like the sun in the
morningg. To preparee for the nextt world, rich
Egyptiaans were buriied with valuaable objects.
Other objects that might be buried
b
were
clothingg, tools, furn
niture, make--up, games,
even looaves of breaad, and fine wines.
w
Their
magnifficent tombs were cut deeep into the
rock. T
The walls were
w
painted with magic
spells aand pictures off the gods to help
h them on
their waay.

The passsage
contains key
vocabula
aries
common
nly
used in History.
H

Learn thee vocabularyy and usage
e
Part A – Vocabulary
Vo
building
Fill in the blanks
b
with the most suuitable word
ds.
(1) ____________
_______
objeects, such as treasures.

Rich Egyp
ptians
were bu
uried
with
h

dailyy necessitiess, such as
(2) ____________
_______, too
ols,
(3)____________
__ and make‐up.
foood and drinkss such as
(4) __________
________and
d
(5) __________
___________
___.
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Students
need to fill in
the blanks
with the
appropriate
vocabulary
mentioned in
the passage
e.

Learn the languag
ge form, graammar item
ms and sentence pattern
n

Paart B – Mak
king senten
nces
Reewrite the foollowing sen
ntences by uusing the sentence patteern given
bellow.
Th
he passive voice:
v
subjeect + be + p
past particiiple

e.gg.

subjject

be
b

pastt
particiiple

osition
prepo

mo
ore descriptioons

Rich Egyptians

weere

burieed

with
w

vaaluable objectts.

Stude
ents
learn
n the
sente
ence
patte
ern
that is
comm
monly
used in
ory.
Histo

1. The tombss of queens// kings/ weaalthy officiaals/ decorateed/ wall
paintings
__________________
____________________
__________
_____________
__________________
____________________
__________
_____________

Parragraph wriiting

P
Part C – Wrriting a parragraph
W
With the helpp of the picttures and thhe sentence pattern,
p
wriite a
paragraph too describe how
h the Egyyptians buillt pyramids.

T
There are tw
wo differentt opinions aabout build
ding the pyrramids.
S
Some historrians said th
hat ________________
__________
______
w
were_____________ alo
ong a ______________
_________. Other
hhistorians beelieved that ___________________
__________
_____
_____________________
____________________
__________
____.
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With the he
elp of
the vocabulary
ntence
and the sen
pattern learrned,
students ha
ave to
write a
paragraph to
t
describe ho
ow the
Egyptians built
b
pyramids.

Various methods are used to assess student learning in LaC lessons. For
instance, there is the “Thursday Dictation” of selected vocabulary, sentences
and short paragraphs learned in the passages during LaC lessons, where tasks
of different levels of difficulty are set for classes of different abilities. In the
English Language examination, students are assessed on one of the reading
passages used in the LaC lessons.
Other activities are used to promote LaC. Speaking activities based on LaC
subjects are organised on English Speaking Day, which is every Tuesday. LaC
Speaking Games are organised twice a week during lunchtime to help
students practise the vocabulary and sentences learned in the LaC lessons.
Students are evaluated at the end of the school year. Student questionnaires
are used to collect feedback on the topics and difficulty of the passages, while
teacher questionnaires are used to collect class/LaC teachers’ comments on
the content and pedagogy. Considering the evaluation from previous years, it
is evident that students’ awareness of relevant language items has increased,
their writing skills have improved and they are more interested in learning
the subjects.

If you are interested in Language across the Curriculum, read also Examples 8, 24 and 25.
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